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Haspelmath (2017) proposes a set of principles governing language names. I discuss various issues with his proposals centering around the fact that Haspelmath does not give sufficient consideration for the need for linguists to consider the use of names by nonlinguists in choosing names.

Haspelmath (2017) proposes a set of principles governing language names. While I am in agreement with many of the principles he proposes, there is one factor that his discussion ignores that has important ramifications for issues surrounding language names. Haspelmath’s discussion seems to assume that it is linguists who choose names for languages and that when linguists start using a name that is different from names that were used previously by linguists, it is the linguists who are changing the name of the language. While there is no doubt that this is often the case, there are many instances in which it is nonlinguists who start using a new name for a language and when the linguists adopt use of this name, they are simply conforming to existing usage rather than using a new name for the language. In fact, given Haspelmath’s principle that languages should only have one name, it follows that linguists ought to adopt the new name rather than using an old name while nonlinguists are using a different name. And while it may be appropriate for linguists to tell other linguists what they ought to call languages, I assume that it is not appropriate for linguists to tell nonlinguists what language names they ought to use. I illustrate these issues by reference to two names that have been used for a language that I myself have worked on, known earlier as Kutenai and more recently as Ktunaxa. Haspelmath raises a variety of objections specifically to the name Ktunaxa, but I will argue that, largely based on his own principles, his objections are not valid.

The earlier name Kutenai is used by most works until recently, including Boas (1918), Garvin (1947; 1948a; 1948b; 1948c), and Morgan (1991). I myself also have used that name in a number of papers, except for Dryer (1996), where I used “Ktunaxa (Kutenai)”, a helpful device to forewarn others that the language being called Ktunaxa is the same as the language previously known as Kutenai. More recent work by linguists use the name Ktunaxa, such as Blamire (2011), Tampere, Birdstone, & Wiltschko (2012), McClay & Birdstone (2015), Guntly & Wiltschko (2016), McAllister-Day (2016; 2017), Bertrand, Birdstone, & Wiltschko (2017), and
McClay (2017). However, contrary to what Haspelmath’s discussion might imply, none of the linguists who have used the name Ktunaxa are in any sense changing the name of the language. Rather, they are simply using the name already used by most nonlinguists. If there was a name change, that change was due to nonlinguists.

Now strictly speaking, the widespread use in English of the name Ktunaxa by nonlinguists is primarily the name, not for the Ktunaxa language, but for the Ktunaxa people. But the reasons that Haspelmath gives for why it is undesirable to have more than one name for the same language are equally well reasons not to have different names for a people and the language associated with those people, as long as there is a one-to-one relationship between the two. And it is generally assumed that when there is such a one-to-one relationship, the name will be the same.

It is of course the case that the name Ktunaxa is also the name in Ktunaxa for themselves and their language. It is worth stressing, however, that although the name is spelled the same way in Ktunaxa and English, it is pronounced differently. In Ktunaxa, it is pronounced [ktunaxa]; in English, it is pronounced something like [tunaha]. The use in English of the name Ktunaxa both for the Ktunaxa people and the Ktunaxa language includes use by the Ktunaxa themselves. It is necessary to emphasize that most Ktunaxa do not speak the language, at least as their first language, so that in general when the Ktunaxa people are using that name either for themselves or for the language traditionally associated with them, they are using that name in English.

There is ample evidence for the use of the name Ktunaxa for the Ktunaxa people by nonlinguists. Its use in the press is illustrated by a story online from the Canadian Broadcast Corporation\(^1\) and in the Guardian.\(^2\) It is used by the Supreme Court of Canada\(^3\) and by the provincial government of British Columbia.\(^4\)


Given this widespread use of the name Ktunaxa for the people and given that the Ktunaxa people call their language Ktunaxa when speaking English, it follows from both the principle that each language has one name and the principle that the same name should be used for a people and their language when these are in a one-to-one relationship that linguists were doing the right thing when they more recently started calling the language Ktunaxa. The general principle is that when nonlinguists normally use a name for a people or their language, linguists should use that name.


\(^{4}\)https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/natural-resource-stewardship/consulting-with-first-nations/first-nations-negotiations/first-nations-a-z-listing/ktunaxa-nation.
When Haspelmath (2017) says, “There seems to be a tendency among fieldworkers to use new English names for languages that were previously known by some other name” (84), he ignores the fact that they often do so because nonlinguists started using the new name before the linguists did.

Haspelmath brings up the name Ktunaxa in the context of avoiding sound combinations that are “unpronounceable” in English: “Moreover, sound combinations that are unpronounceable in English are best avoided, so Kutenai is better than Ktunaxa (which also violates the principles of §4 and §6)” (88). Quite apart from the fact that Ktunaxa is already the established name in English, which presumably overrides the issue Haspelmath raises, I should note that English has a pronunciation principle that applies to the initial cluster in this name: If the initial cluster is not pronounceable, do not pronounce the initial consonant (as in know, psyche, and pneumatic, as well as proper names like Tkachuk, which is pronounced [kæʧʊk]); this is in fact exactly how the initial cluster Ktunaxa is pronounced in English. His principle in §4 that he refers to is “New language names are not introduced unless none of the existing names is acceptable for some reason” (84). Again, his wording ignores the possibility that it was nonlinguists who started using this name. Since the use of this name by linguists was “introducing” a new name only in the sense of introducing it into linguistics, then either his principle does not apply (since they were not introducing the name) or his principle is incorrect, since introducing a name into the field when that is the standard name outside of linguistics is required by his principle in §3 (“Each language has a unique name”) (83). Haspelmath also says that the name Ktunaxa violates his principle in §6 (“Language names in English are written with ordinary English letters, plus some other well-known letters”) (85), but although the <x> is being used to represent [h], which is clearly nonstandard, it isn’t clear how this violates his principle in §6. It does violate his principle in §7 (“Highly unusual pronunciation values of English letters are not acceptable”) (87), since the <x> is pronounced as [h], but again his principle ignores the possibility that the highly unusual pronunciation value might already be established among nonlinguists.

Nonlinguists play a role in introducing new names for languages (or for peoples and by extension, their language). But nonlinguists are also important in that they have to be able to use language names. What this means is that one factor governing the choice of names, when linguists are choosing names for some reason, is to use names that are easy to pronounce and easy to remember. Most of Haspelmath’s principles in fact not only conform to this idea, but encourage the choice of names that conform to this idea. However, Haspelmath is oddly inconsistent in one respect. He allows the use of diacritic symbols that occur in other European languages, as in <ñ>, <ê>, and <ào>. But this violates his principle in §8 (“Language names must be pronounceable for English speakers”) (88), since letters with diacritic symbols are not part of the English language and hence are not pronounceable for English speakers. Here, Haspelmath seems once again to be assuming that language names are for linguists. But I maintain that linguists can deal with challenges in pronunciation more easily than nonlinguists, so priority should be given to nonlinguists.
Some uses of diacritics are, in my opinion, particularly bad. While there are established meanings at least within linguistics of «ñ» and «ü», there are no established meanings for most other diacritics. Hence most linguists have little basis for knowing what «ê» means in Anêm, what «å» means in Nyelâyu, what «ä» means in Ngâbere, what «à» means in Ncâm, or what «ê» or «î» means in Cêmuhî. I find this use of diacritics worse than many of the things Haspelmath objects to. Haspelmath objects to the use of apostrophes in language names because “it is easily overlooked and may thus lead to confusion” (87); but surely this reasoning applies even more strongly to the use of diacritics since the apostrophe is part of the English writing system, which the diacritics are not. Furthermore, one use of the apostrophe, between two vowels, is easily understood by nonlinguists, as in Ida’an, not as a glottal stop per se, but simply as an indication that the two vowels are not pronounced together. This use is sufficiently iconic that it is easily interpreted correctly by nonlinguists, and is used in this way in one of the spellings in English of Hawai‘i (except that conventionally, Hawai‘i is spelled with a left quotation mark rather than a right quotation mark).

The main point of this article is that in discussing issues about choice of language names, it is important not to overlook the use of names by nonlinguists, both in their role in introducing new language names and in choosing names that are more easily used by nonlinguists. While many of Haspelmath’s proposals are reasonable, too much of his discussion ignores the role that nonlinguists play in choice of language names.
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